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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

The characteristics of special optics and their use in The characteristics of special optics and their use in 
experiments with IR synchrotron radiation are exemplified experiments with IR synchrotron radiation are exemplified 
by a diagnostics of ring bunches in the compressor at by a diagnostics of ring bunches in the compressor at 
JINR. For the diagnostics of ring bunches of electrons, JINR. For the diagnostics of ring bunches of electrons, 
which use the IR spectrum of synchrotron radiation, the which use the IR spectrum of synchrotron radiation, the 
windows to guide radiation out of the accelerator chamber windows to guide radiation out of the accelerator chamber 
and two variants of longand two variants of long--focus broadband optical channels focus broadband optical channels 
to focus IR radiation on the sensitive elements of the to focus IR radiation on the sensitive elements of the 
detector unit were designed and constructed. The detector unit were designed and constructed. The 
difference between the variants is that lenses are used as difference between the variants is that lenses are used as 
an objective in one and as spherical mirrors, in the other. an objective in one and as spherical mirrors, in the other. 
In our article we describe the Mirror Optics.In our article we describe the Mirror Optics.
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If a detector should not be exposed to the electromagnetic and rIf a detector should not be exposed to the electromagnetic and radiation adiation 
fields of an accelerator (this especially relates to highfields of an accelerator (this especially relates to high--sensitive sensitive 
detectors with a filled Dewar flask), a special optical channel detectors with a filled Dewar flask), a special optical channel with the with the 
active reflective elements (spherical mirrors) proactive reflective elements (spherical mirrors) pro--viding the broadband viding the broadband 
efficiency of the whole channel and allowing for synchrotron radefficiency of the whole channel and allowing for synchrotron radiation to iation to 
be recorded in a spectral range of be recorded in a spectral range of ∆∆λλ ~ 0.3~ 0.3––40 40 µµm was designed and m was designed and 
constructed. constructed. 
One of the chief requirements necessary for multiOne of the chief requirements necessary for multi--cell detectors is that cell detectors is that 
they are screened from pulsed electromagnetic and radiation they are screened from pulsed electromagnetic and radiation 
disturbances of an accelerator. The main source of disturbances disturbances of an accelerator. The main source of disturbances is a is a 
magnetic field of an accelerator. In order to eliminate the inflmagnetic field of an accelerator. In order to eliminate the influence of uence of 
disturbances, a positiondisturbances, a position--sensitive detector where the image of a source sensitive detector where the image of a source 
is focused at a scale of 1 : 1 should be set no less than two meis focused at a scale of 1 : 1 should be set no less than two meters from ters from 
this source. This required an optical channel with longthis source. This required an optical channel with long--focus elements to focus elements to 
be design.be design.
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The spectral broadband efficiency of a tract is implemented by uThe spectral broadband efficiency of a tract is implemented by using sing 
the reflecting elements (mirrors) only. The reflecting elements the reflecting elements (mirrors) only. The reflecting elements were were 
made of the optical glass, had the given curvature, and were coamade of the optical glass, had the given curvature, and were coated ted 
with a layer of silver evaporated in vacuum. As the temperature with a layer of silver evaporated in vacuum. As the temperature and and 
humidity in the laboratory is constant, the evaporated metal washumidity in the laboratory is constant, the evaporated metal was not not 
coated with a protective cover, because it would increase the locoated with a protective cover, because it would increase the losses in sses in 
the optical channel. The shortthe optical channel. The short--wave cutwave cut--off of a spectral range is off of a spectral range is 
determined by the quality of the reflecting surfaces and by a madetermined by the quality of the reflecting surfaces and by a material terial 
of coating. The longof coating. The long--wave range is limited by diffraction, and the edge wave range is limited by diffraction, and the edge 
depends on the values of an aperture ratio of a system forming tdepends on the values of an aperture ratio of a system forming the he 
image. In addition, the longimage. In addition, the long--wave cutwave cut--off is connected with the limited off is connected with the limited 
number of windows to guide synchrotron radiation out of an number of windows to guide synchrotron radiation out of an 
accelerator and depends on the sensitivity of detectors.accelerator and depends on the sensitivity of detectors.
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Principal optical diagram of a mirror channelPrincipal optical diagram of a mirror channel

1 1 –– electron ringelectron ring; ; 
2 2 –– IR windowIR window; ; 
3 3 –– plane mirrorplane mirror; ; 
4 4 –– first spherical first spherical 
mirrormirror; ; 
5 5 –– second mirrorsecond mirror; ; 
6 6 –– diaphragmsdiaphragms; ; 
7 7 –– focal planefocal plane.
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FrequencyFrequency--contrast characteristicscontrast characteristics

Figure 2: FrequencyFigure 2: Frequency--contrast characteristic of an contrast characteristic of an 
optical channel with a deflecting mirror: optical channel with a deflecting mirror: 

(1)(1) in the center of the field of view, in the center of the field of view, 
(2)(2) at the boundary of the view field.at the boundary of the view field.

Figure 3: FrequencyFigure 3: Frequency--contrast contrast 
characteristic of an optical characteristic of an optical 
channel with a deflecting channel with a deflecting 
mirror.mirror.
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Photographic resolution of the systemPhotographic resolution of the system
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The field of application: the system works in the UV and IR The field of application: the system works in the UV and IR 
ranges of spectrum (ranges of spectrum (∆∆λλ ~ 0.3~ 0.3––40 40 µµm), which is limited only by m), which is limited only by 
mirror coating and diffraction. mirror coating and diffraction. 
Focal length of the spherical mirrors is Focal length of the spherical mirrors is ff = 1850 mm. = 1850 mm. 
Aperture ratio is 1 : 21. Aperture ratio is 1 : 21. 
Magnification is 1 : 1. Magnification is 1 : 1. 
Photographic resolutions are: 7Photographic resolutions are: 7––11 mm in the focal plane of the mm in the focal plane of the 
tract; 7tract; 7––1 1 mm in points shifted at mm in points shifted at ±±5 mm; 75 mm; 7––11 mm, at mm, at ±±10 mm; 710 mm; 7––11

mm, at mm, at ±±15 mm; and 515 mm; and 5––11 mm, at mm, at ±±20 mm. 20 mm. 
The field of view in the plane of an object is The field of view in the plane of an object is ∅∅3434 mm. mm. 
The overall dimensions in mm are 2000 The overall dimensions in mm are 2000 ×× 360 360 ×× 370. 370. 

Main technical data and characteristics of Main technical data and characteristics of 
the widethe wide--range optical mirror channelrange optical mirror channel
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The spherical mirrors can be displaced along the optical axis The spherical mirrors can be displaced along the optical axis 
of the optical mirror channel by of the optical mirror channel by ±±7070 mm and rotated mm and rotated ±±55°°
around the intersection point of the mirror surface with the around the intersection point of the mirror surface with the 
optical axis. optical axis. 
The plane mirrors can be rotated The plane mirrors can be rotated ±±55°°. . 
In order that the focal surface of a detector unit (e.g., In order that the focal surface of a detector unit (e.g., 
photographic camera) perfectly coincided with the focal photographic camera) perfectly coincided with the focal 
surface of the second spherical mirror, a surface of the second spherical mirror, a ±±7070 mm aligning mm aligning 
interval is provided at the optical axis for the photodetector.interval is provided at the optical axis for the photodetector.
The absence of chromatic aberration allows the channel to be The absence of chromatic aberration allows the channel to be 
adjusted with visible light. adjusted with visible light. 

Main technical data and characteristics of Main technical data and characteristics of 
the widethe wide--range optical mirror channelrange optical mirror channel
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PicturePicture of the mirror systemof the mirror system

The optical tract, in the form of a separate unit, is mounted wiThe optical tract, in the form of a separate unit, is mounted with tube support to a concrete wall th tube support to a concrete wall 
or on a concrete cube, i.e., it is fixed on the rest or base thaor on a concrete cube, i.e., it is fixed on the rest or base that is free of vibrations. t is free of vibrations. 
The channel can be used with various types of IR and nonThe channel can be used with various types of IR and non--cooled photodetectors, but mainly cooled photodetectors, but mainly 
with the mosaic photodetectors from silicon, indium antimonide (with the mosaic photodetectors from silicon, indium antimonide (working temperature of working temperature of TTw = w = 
77 K), lead selenide (77 K), lead selenide (TTw = 250 K), and pyroelectrics. As the mirrors reflect radiation w = 250 K), and pyroelectrics. As the mirrors reflect radiation in a wide in a wide 
range of the spectrum, the channel can be also used in the UV anrange of the spectrum, the channel can be also used in the UV and visible ranges of spectrum. d visible ranges of spectrum. 
The optical channel has the ability to work in the visible and IThe optical channel has the ability to work in the visible and IR ranges of spectrum with a SFR R ranges of spectrum with a SFR 
highhigh--speed camera. Photoresistors cooled by liquid nitrogen can be adspeed camera. Photoresistors cooled by liquid nitrogen can be adapted for the channel to apted for the channel to 
record radiation in an IR range. In Fig.record radiation in an IR range. In Fig. 5, such a cooled detector is discerned at the exit of an 5, such a cooled detector is discerned at the exit of an 
optical tract. optical tract. 
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CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS

An optical mirror channel was used when An optical mirror channel was used when 
synchrotron radiation was first detected and synchrotron radiation was first detected and 
recorded in an acceleratorrecorded in an accelerator--compressor. compressor. 
The intensity (i.e., the number of electrons) in the The intensity (i.e., the number of electrons) in the 
first experiments was so low and the spectrum so first experiments was so low and the spectrum so 
indefinite that without optical amplification and the indefinite that without optical amplification and the 
ability to record it in a broad range of waveability to record it in a broad range of wave--lengths, lengths, 
the detection of synchrotron radiation would have the detection of synchrotron radiation would have 
been impossible.been impossible.
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